Let ℎ: ℤ + → ℤ + ∖ {1} be such that (1) ℎ( ) ≤ lg for all sufficiently large and (2) ℎ( ) and ⌈ 1 ℎ( ) ⁄ ⌉ are computable from in (ℎ( ) ⋅ 1+1 ℎ( ) ⁄ ) time. We show that given an -point metric space ( ) , the problem of finding argmin ∑ ( ) (breaking ties arbitrarily) has a deterministic, (ℎ( ) ⋅ 1+1 ℎ( ) ⁄ )-time, ( 1+1 ℎ( ) ⁄ )-query, (2ℎ( )) -approximation and nonadaptive algorithm. Our derivations modify those of Chang [2] [3] .
Introduction
A metric space is a nonempty set endowed with a function : → [0 ∞) such that ( ) = 0 ( ) > 0 ( ) = ( ) ( ) + ( ) ≥ ( ) for all distinct , , [11] . Given an -point metric space ({0 1 … 1} ) , METRIC 1 -MEDIAN asks for argmin 1 ∑ ( ) 1 , breaking ties arbitrarily. It has a Monte-Carlo ( 2 ⁄ )-time (1 + )-approximation algorithm for all constants > 0 [8] [9] . Kumar et al. [10] give a Monte-Carlo ( ⋅ (1 (1) ⁄ )) -time (1 + ) -approximation algorithm for 1 -median selection in ℝ , where > 0 and ℤ + . Algorithms abound for the more general metric -median problem [6] [7] [10] . This paper focuses on deterministic sublinear-time algorithms for METRIC 1-MEDIAN, where "sublinear" means " ( 2 )" because there are ( 1) 2 nonzero distances. In particular, we shall improve the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Implicit in [2] ). Let ℎ: ℤ + → ℤ + ∖ {1} be such that (1) ℎ( ) ≤ lg for all sufficiently large and (2) ℎ( ) and ⌈ 1 ℎ( )
-query, (2ℎ( ))-approximation and nonadaptive algorithm.
To prove Theorem 1, Chang [2] designs a function ̃:
) distances of , forbidding us to improve the query complexity of (ℎ( ) ⋅ 1+1 ℎ( ) ⁄ ) in Theorem 1. Wu's [12] algorithm also makes Θ(ℎ( ) ⋅ 1+1 ℎ( ) ⁄ ) queries. In contrast, our main contribution is a new function, ̂, that depends on only Θ( 1+1 ℎ( ) ⁄ ) distances of and is otherwise similar to Chang's̃. This results in a deterministic, (ℎ( ) ⋅ 1+1 ℎ( ) ⁄ )-time, ( 1+1 ℎ( ) ⁄ )-query, (2ℎ( ))-approximation and nonadaptive algorithm for METRIC 1-MEDIAN, improving the query complexity in Theorem 1. The idea of our construction of ̂ comes from an unpublished paper of Chang [3] . Aside from our design of ̂, most of our derivations are simple modifications of those of Chang [2] . As a corollary to our result, METRIC 1 -MEDIAN has a deterministic, ( (1⁄ )) ⋅ l g ) -time, ( (1⁄ )) ⋅ ) -query, ( l g ) -approximation and nonadaptive algorithm for all constants > 0. In ℝ D , METRIC 1-MEDIAN is known to have a deterministic, ( ( ) ⋅ l g )-time, ( ( ) ⋅ ) -space and (1 + )-approximation algorithm for any constant ≥ 1 and and some function : (0 ∞) → (0 ∞) [1, Theorem 9] . But for general metrics, we do not know whether deterministic ( l g )-time algorithms can be ( l g )-approximate.
On the negative side, Chang [4] [5] proves that METRIC 
)-approximation algorithms for any > 0 and any ℎ:
. So there is still gap between Chang's lower bound and our upper bound of ( 1+1 ℎ( ) ⁄ ) on the query complexity.
Our Pseudo-distance Function
Let ({0 1 … 1} ) be a metric space and ℎ: ℤ + → ℤ + ∖ {1} be a computable function. By Bertrand's postulate, there exists a prime number
1} ℎ for the unique -ary representation of , following Chang [2] . So
( 
This and the triangle inequality for ( − ) implŷ ( , ℎ + mod ( − ))
).
So by equation (1),
breaking ties arbitrarily. When = 0, the following lemma says that a 1-median w.r.t. ̂ is a (2ℎ)-approximate 1-median w.r.t. .
breaking ties arbitrarily. Then 
The following lemma shows how to pick a (2ℎ)-approximate 1-median (w.r.t. ) from { , − 1 . (13)
Chang also defines functions similar to our (⋅,⋅) and (⋅,⋅) (equations (8)-(9) in [2] ), based on his pseudo-distance function (equation (2) in [2] ). Instead, equations (10)-(11) are based on ̂ in equation (3). When = 0, the following lemma says that a minimizer of (⋅, ℎ − 1) is a 1-median w.r.t. ̂. List and number all references at the end of the paper. When referring to them in the text, type the corresponding reference number in square brackets as shown at the end of this sentence When = 0 , a minimizer of (⋅, ℎ − 1) is a 
). 
